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Forward-Looking and Cautionary Statements
• This presentation and related discussion contain projections of future results and other forward-looking statements. Achievement of future results is subject to risks,
uncertainties and inaccurate assumptions. In the event that risks or uncertainties materialize, or underlying assumptions prove inaccurate, actual results could vary
materially from those contained in such forward-looking statements. Pursuant to the "safe harbor" provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, PMI
is identifying important factors that, individually or in the aggregate, could cause actual results and outcomes to differ materially from those contained in any forwardlooking statements made by PMI
• PMI's business risks include: excise tax increases and discriminatory tax structures; increasing marketing and regulatory restrictions that could reduce our
competitiveness, eliminate our ability to communicate with adult consumers, or ban certain of our products; health concerns relating to the use of tobacco products and
exposure to environmental tobacco smoke; litigation related to tobacco use; intense competition; the effects of global and individual country economic, regulatory and
political developments, natural disasters and conflicts; changes in adult smoker behavior; lost revenues as a result of counterfeiting, contraband and cross-border
purchases; governmental investigations; unfavorable currency exchange rates and currency devaluations, and limitations on the ability to repatriate funds; adverse
changes in applicable corporate tax laws; adverse changes in the cost and quality of tobacco and other agricultural products and raw materials; and the integrity of its
information systems and effectiveness of its data privacy policies. PMI's future profitability may also be adversely affected should it be unsuccessful in its attempts to
produce and commercialize reduced-risk products or if regulation or taxation do not differentiate between such products and cigarettes; if it is unable to successfully
introduce new products, promote brand equity, enter new markets or improve its margins through increased prices and productivity gains; if it is unable to expand its
brand portfolio internally or through acquisitions and the development of strategic business relationships; or if it is unable to attract and retain the best global talent.
Future results are also subject to the lower predictability of our reduced-risk product category's performance
• PMI is further subject to other risks detailed from time to time in its publicly filed documents, including those described under Item 1A. "Risk Factors" in PMI’s annual
report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2019. PMI cautions that the foregoing list of important factors is not a complete discussion of all potential risks
and uncertainties. PMI does not undertake to update any forward-looking statement that it may make from time to time, except in the normal course of its public
disclosure obligations
• In this presentation and related discussion, the terms “materiality,” “material” and similar terms, when used in the context of economic, environmental, and social topics,
are deﬁned in the referenced sustainability standards, and are not meant to correspond to the concept of materiality under the U.S. securities laws and/or disclosures
required by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
• This presentation and related discussion contain references to third-party sources. These references are provided for illustrative purposes only; they should not be
viewed as an endorsement by us of the content of such sources. We have not verified the data provided in these sources, and cannot guarantee that the information in
these sources is fully accurate, complete, or current. Furthermore, these sources may contain information or methodologies with which we do not agree
• A glossary of key terms and definitions, including the definition for reduced-risk products, or "RRPs," as well as an Appendix with additional information on Sustainability
at PMI, are at the end of today’s webcast slides, which are posted on our website
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Philip Morris International Inc. (PMI)
CORPORATE

FOOTPRINT

Philip Morris
expands
internationally

PMI
spin-off from
Altria Group

Smoke-free
vision
announced

1960s

2008

2016

Global Tobacco Company

27 countries where we buy tobacco
38 factories where we manufacture our products
>180 markets where we commercialize our products

PEOPLE

FINANCIALS(a)
($ in billions)

~150 million
adult consumers

73,500
employees

>350,000

tobacco farmers
contracted

>36,000
suppliers

5.9 million

wholesalers & retailers

$74.2

excise taxes on
PMI products

$2.3

$29.8

net revenues

corporate income tax

$7.2

net earnings
attributable to PMI

5.5%(b)

dividend yield

(a) Financials refer to 2019, except excise tax, which refers to 2018 and includes all excise taxes paid by our consumers, collected by PMI and by our distributors
(b) Dividend yield represents the annualized dividend on December 31, 2019, over the closing share price on that date. The current annualized dividend rate for PMI is $4.68. The
closing share price for PMI was $85.09 on December 31, 2019
Source: PMI Financials or estimates
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Mega Trends – Market Trends
WHO projects number of smokers to remain above 1 billion
(in billions)

1.082

1.084

1.081

1.074

1.068

1.058

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

Note: Based on WHO estimates and projections
Source: WHO global report on trends in prevalence of tobacco use 2000-2025 (third edition)
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Addressing the Impact of Smoking on Public Health
• Governments have been focused on implementing restrictive measures to
⎼ Prevent smoking initiation

⎼ Encourage smoking cessation

• While restrictive measures should continue, product innovation can reduce
harm for those who continue to smoke
⎼ Primary cause of smoking related disease is exposure to chemicals created when burning
tobacco
⎼ Nicotine is addictive and not harmless, but is not the main problem

• Our launch of IQOS – a product that heats tobacco without combustion –
proved to be a breakthrough, enabling us to chart a new course for PMI
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Purpose: Delivering a Smoke-Free Future
Leading the industry transformation
• Develop scientifically-substantiated products
that deliver nicotine without combustion
• Relentlessly focus resources to completely
replace cigarettes with these better alternatives
• Work with all stakeholders to achieve a smokefree future

Not all tobacco companies are the same
Our purpose is PMI’s unique competitive differentiation
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Change
Needed to
Achieve
our
Purpose

Product Transformation
Internal Transformation /
Organization & Value Chain
External Transformation /
Working with Society
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Best-in-Class R&D Capability in the Industry
& Commitment to Transparency
Hired

>430

R&D Experts. Over one
third of our scientists with a
life sciences background(a)

Pipeline of

~6,300

pending
patent applications(b)

Invested

>$7.2

billion since 2008(a)

Portfolio of

>4,600

granted patents worldwide(b)

45th

largest patent filer in the EU,
only tobacco company
in top-50(b)

>340

peer-reviewed scientific
publications & book chapters
on smoke-free products(b)

(a) Status at December 31, 2019
(b) Status at December 31, 2018
Note: Investments reflect research, product and commercial development, production capacity, scientific substantiation, and studies on adult smoker understanding
Source: PMI Financials or estimates
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IQOS Technology Platforms Backed by Science

Platform

3

Platform
Platform

4

1
Platform

2

Note: The products depicted are subject to ongoing development and therefore the visuals are illustrative and do not necessarily represent the latest stages of product development
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Scientific Assessment of IQOS Platform 1
KEY PMI FINDINGS
Switching completely to IQOS, although not
risk-free, is less harmful than continuing to
smoke
• IQOS does not combust and therefore
generates no smoke
• IQOS aerosol contains on average 95% lower
levels of toxicants than cigarette smoke

EXTERNAL VERIFICATION
FDA authorized IQOS for sale in the USA
concluding it is "appropriate for the
protection of public health"
>30 studies internationally from independent
labs and government authorities verify important
elements of PMI’s scientific research

• ~70% of IQOS users have quit cigarettes
• Clinical studies show that, for those who
completely switch, reduction in exposure to
toxicants approaches quitting
Source: PMI Research & Development, IQOS User Panels and PMI Market Research
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Expanding Access: IQOS Availability

52

Markets
Worldwide(a)
Market Launches
2015 (7)
2016 (13)
2017 (18)
2018 (6)
2019 (8)

71%

of Commercial
Expenditure

(a) Status at December 31, 2019
Reflects markets where IQOS is available in key cities or nationwide. Reflects date of initial geographic expansion beyond pilot launch city. The number of markets includes Duty Free
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Impact: Approaching 14 million IQOS users
(in millions)

Total IQOS users(a)
Estimated users who are in various
stages of conversion to IQOS(a)
Estimated users who have stopped
smoking and switched to IQOS(a)

13.6

9.6

6.9

2.1
0.2

1.5

4.7

6.6

9.7

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

(a) See Glossary for definition
Source: PMI Financials or estimates, IQOS user panels and PMI Market Research
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Accelerating the End of Smoking: Japan Case Study
Annual Tobacco Consumption

Tobacco User Product Choice

(units equivalent per year per capita)
68
284

(2018)

Cig trend
472

(2012-2015)

Heated tobacco
Cig trend

2,450

2,429

2,376

2,351

(2015-2018)

2,262

1,968

1,742 cigs

Dual Other

20%

9%

Heated tobacco-only

70%

Cig-only

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Note: Cig is combustible cigarette. Heated tobacco is heated tobacco units
Source: Frontier Economics elaborations on PMI fourth-quarter earnings results, BAT 2018 annual
report and Form 20-F (pp.12 & 47), JT 2018 Annual Report (p. 40), and The World Bank population
estimates. Per capita figures are based on population aged 15 to 64 years old. Lower bound based on
WHO standards

Source: Based on the 2018 National Health and Nutrition
Survey, Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare of Japan
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Value Chain Transformation

Completely Changing our Business Model
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Shifting Our Resources to Deliver a Smoke-Free Future
Business Transformation Metrics(a)
R&D expenditure
(smoke-free/total)
Commercial expenditure
(smoke-free/total)

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

70%

72%

74%

92%

98%

8%

15%

39%

60%

71%

Net revenues(c)
(smoke-free/total)

0.2%

2.7% 12.7% 13.8% 18.7%

Smoke-free product shipment ratio(d)
(smoke-free/total)

0.1%

0.9%

4.4%

5.1%

7.6%

n/a

1.5

4.7

6.6

9.7

Estimated users who have stopped smoking
and switched to IQOS(e) (in millions)

Aspiration(b)
by 2025

38-42%
>30%
>40

To track the progress we are making towards creating a smoke-free future,
we introduced and report on a set of 13 bespoke KPIs
(a) As of December 31, 2019
(b) Assuming constant PMI market share. We do not set aspirational targets for R&D and commercial expenditure but we expect both ratios to continue increasing to enable the stated
outcome in terms of shipment volume. Note: Aspirational targets do not constitute financial projections
(c) Excluding excise taxes. For future periods, at today’s pricing and excise tax assumptions
(d) The smoke-free product shipment ratio is computed based on millions of units. Smoke-free products include heated tobacco units and e-cigarettes. Total products include smoke-free
products, cigarettes and other combustible products
(e) See Glossary for definition
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Source: PMI Financials or estimates, IQOS user panels and PMI Market Research

Competitive Advantage Through Innovation
PMI International Share of Retail Value (2019)

~ 55%
~ 30%
Cigarettes

Smoke-Free Products(a)

(a) Includes e-vapor and heated tobacco products (devices and consumables), excludes nicotine pouches and snus
Note: Excluding China and the U.S.
Source: PMI Financials or estimates
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Select Factors Influencing Pace of Transformation
• Consumer misinformation
• Acceptance of innovation
• Ability to address legitimate public health concerns (unintended consequences)
• Regulation and taxation that is proportionate to risk

In countries that fully leverage the opportunity that smoke-free products bring,
we believe that cigarette smoking could end within 10-15 years
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Sustainability Strategy
MATERIALITY ANALYSIS

STRATEGIC PILLARS

Product health impacts
Access to
smoke-free products

• 26 key topics identified
• Formal approach to impact assessment

Responsible marketing
•
& sales practices

800+ stakeholders provided input

Sustainable supply
chain management

• 10 topics prioritized based on impact
Respect for human rightsassessment and stakeholder feedback
Socio-economic
well-being of tobacco
farming communities

• Since 2016, reporting on over 100+
ESG metrics

Health, safety
& well-being at work

• Targets established for all priority topics

Climate protection
Littering prevention
Product eco-design
& circularity

Addressing (P) product impact
remains our first priority & the core
of our ESG strategy
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Sustainability Priorities – Materiality Result
STRATEGIC PILLARS

PRIORITY TOPICS

OTHER RELEVANT TOPICS

Product health impacts

Product attractiveness

Access to
smoke-free products

Product reliability

Responsible marketing
& sales practices

Responsible R&D

Illicit tobacco
trade prevention

Sustainable supply
chain management

Data privacy
& protection

Responsible advocacy

Respect for human rights

Business integrity

Fair fiscal practices

Socio-economic
well-being of tobacco
farming communities

Fair working
conditions

Diverse & inclusive
working environment

Health, safety
& well-being at work

Community support

Talent attraction,
retention
& employability

Forest conservation

Water stewardship

Biodiversity

Waste reduction

Climate protection
Littering prevention
Product eco-design
& circularity
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Sustainability Targets are Business Targets
STRATEGIC PILLARS

PRIORITY TOPICS
Product health impacts
Access to
smoke-free products
Responsible marketing
& sales practices
Sustainable supply
chain management
Respect for human rights
Socio-economic
well-being of tobacco
farming communities

SELECT TARGETS

>40 million
users who have stopped smoking
& switched to IQOS(a)
(aspirational target)

by 2025

Ongoing strict adherence
to good conversion practices
•
•

Post-market surveillance
Third-party verification

100%

Health, safety
& well-being at work

of farmers supplying tobacco to PMI earn a
living income or better, which will help
eliminate child labor in our
by 2025
tobacco supply chain

Climate protection

Carbon-neutral

Littering prevention

•

PMI (scope 1-2)

Product eco-design
& circularity

•

Our value chain (scope 1-3)

(a) Source: PMI Financials or estimates, IQOS user panels and PMI Market Research. See Glossary for definition

by 2030
by 2050
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Governance
• Board of Directors fully supports PMI’s business transformation
• Non-Executive Chairman and CEO are different roles
• Experienced Board with diverse backgrounds
• Sustainability is embedded throughout the company
⎼ Central Sustainability team led by Chief Sustainability Officer

⎼ Programs developed centrally; coordinated across all markets

⎼ Oversight by Board’s Nominating and Corporate Governance Committee

• Both short and long-term compensation have strong linkage to achieving smoke-free future
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Priorities Looking Forward
• Provide all adult smokers access to smoke-free products
⎼ Awareness, Acceptability, Availability, Affordability

• Increase ESG transparency and communication
⎼ Integrated Sustainability Report, ESG Investor Call

• Increase stakeholder engagement to support the business
transformation
• Achieve financial targets
⎼ ≥5% 2019-2021 CAGR ex-currency in net revenues

⎼ ≥8% 2019-2021 CAGR ex-currency in adjusted diluted EPS

• Delivering a smoke-free future to the benefit of
consumers, society, the company, and our shareholders
Source: PMI Financials or estimates (PMI Investor Day, September 27, 2018)
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Delivering a Smoke-Free Future

CEO Investor Forum Strategic Investor Initiative
New York, February 24, 2020
Questions & Answers

Glossary of Key Terms and Definitions
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Glossary: General Terms
• "PMI" refers to Philip Morris International Inc. and its subsidiaries
• Until March 28, 2008, PMI was a wholly owned subsidiary of Altria Group, Inc. ("Altria"). Since that time the company
has been independent and is listed on the New York Stock Exchange (ticker symbol "PM")
• Trademarks are italicized
• "OTP" is defined as "other tobacco products," primarily roll-your-own and make-your-own cigarettes, pipe tobacco,
cigars and cigarillos, and does not include reduced-risk products
• "Combustible products" is the term PMI uses to refer to cigarettes and OTP, combined
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Glossary: Financial Terms
• Net revenues related to combustible products refer to the operating revenues generated from the sale of these
products, including shipping and handling charges billed to customers, net of sales and promotion incentives, and
excise taxes. PMI recognizes revenue when control is transferred to the customer, typically either upon shipment
or delivery of goods
• Net revenues related to RRPs represent the sale of heated tobacco units, IQOS devices and related accessories,
and other nicotine-containing products, primarily e-vapor products, including shipping and handling charges billed
to customers, net of sales and promotion incentives, and excise taxes. PMI recognizes revenue when control is
transferred to the customer, typically either upon shipment or delivery of goods
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Glossary: Reduced-Risk Products
• "Reduced-risk products," or "RRPs," is the term PMI uses to refer to products that present, are likely to present,
or have the potential to present less risk of harm to smokers who switch to these products versus continuing
smoking. PMI has a range of RRPs in various stages of development, scientific assessment and
commercialization. PMI RRPs are smoke-free products that produce an aerosol that contains far lower quantities
of harmful and potentially harmful constituents than found in cigarette smoke
• "Aerosol" refers to a gaseous suspension of fine solid particles and/or liquid droplets
• "Combustion" is the process of burning a substance in oxygen, producing heat and often light
• "Smoke" is a visible suspension of solid particles, liquid droplets and gases in air, emitted when a material burns
• "Heated tobacco units," or "HTUs," is the term PMI uses to refer to heated tobacco consumables, which for PMI
include the company's HEETS, HEETS Marlboro and HEETS FROM MARLBORO, defined collectively as
HEETS, as well as Marlboro HeatSticks and Parliament HeatSticks
• The IQOS heat-not-burn device is a precisely controlled heating device into which a specially designed and
proprietary tobacco unit is inserted and heated to generate an aerosol
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Glossary: Reduced-Risk Products (cont.)
• "Total IQOS users" is defined as the estimated number of Legal Age (minimum 18 years) IQOS users that used PMI
HTUs for at least 5% of their daily tobacco consumption over the past seven days
• "Converted IQOS Users" is defined as the estimated number of Legal Age (minimum 18 years) IQOS users that
used PMI HTUs for over 95% of their daily tobacco consumption over the past seven days
• "Predominant IQOS Users" is defined as the estimated number of Legal Age (minimum 18 years) IQOS users that
used PMI HTUs units for between 70% and 95% of their daily tobacco consumption over the past seven days
• "Situational IQOS Users" is defined as the estimated number of Legal Age (minimum 18 years) IQOS users that
used PMI HTUs for between 5% and less than 70% of their daily tobacco consumption over the past seven days
• "Abandoned IQOS Users" is defined as the estimated number of Legal Age (minimum 18 years) IQOS users that
used PMI HTUs for less than 5% of their daily tobacco consumption over the past seven days
• The estimated number of people who have "stopped smoking and switched to IQOS" is defined as: for markets
where IQOS is the only heat-not-burn product, daily individual consumption of PMI HTUs represents the totality of
their daily tobacco consumption in the past seven days; for markets where IQOS is one among other heat-not-burn
products, daily individual consumption of HTUs represents the totality of their daily tobacco consumption in the past
seven days, of which at least 70% are PMI HTUs
• "FDA" stands for the U.S. Food & Drug Administration
• "MRTP" stands for Modified Risk Tobacco Product, the term used by the U.S. FDA to refer to RRPs
• "MRTP application" stands for Modified Risk Tobacco Product application under section 911 of the FD&C Act
• "PMTA" stands for Premarket Tobacco Application under section 910 of the FD&C Act
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Glossary: IQOS in the United States
• On April 30, 2019, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) announced that the marketing of a version of
IQOS, PMI's heat-not-burn product, together with its heated tobacco units (the term PMI uses to refer to heated
tobacco consumables), is appropriate for the protection of public health and authorized it for sale in the U.S. The
FDA’s decision follows its comprehensive assessment of PMI’s premarket tobacco product applications (PMTAs)
submitted to the Agency in 2017. In the third quarter of 2019, PMI brought a version of its IQOS Platform 1
device and three variants of its heated tobacco units to the U.S. through its license with Altria Group, Inc., whose
subsidiary, Philip Morris USA Inc., is responsible for marketing the product and complying with the provisions set
forth in the FDA's marketing order
• Shipment volume of heated tobacco units to the U.S. is included in the heated tobacco unit shipment volume of
the Latin America & Canada segment. Revenues from shipments of Platform 1 devices, heated tobacco units
and accessories to Altria Group, Inc. for sale under license in the U.S. are included in Net Revenues of the Latin
America & Canada segment
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Appendix
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CECP Long-Term Plan Content Framework
• Research by CECP's Strategic Investor Initiative informs the guidance they provide to enable CEOs to develop
and communicate Long-Term Plans. Their Long-Term Plan Content Framework, developed with KKS Advisors
and Professor George Serafeim of Harvard Business School sets out Nine Themes and 22 Line Items for an
effective presentation

Competitive
Strategic Positioning

Corporate
Purpose

Trends

Corporate
Governance

Risks &
Opportunities

Long-term value drivers
Medium-term value drivers
Short-term value drivers

What is the purpose and is it
aligned with long-term
strategy

Market trends
Mega trends

Executive compensation
Board compensation
Role of board
Shareholder engagement

Assessment of financially
material ESG issues
Risk management
Opportunities

Human
Capital

Long-Term
Value Creation

Financial
Performance

Capital
Allocation

How is human capital
managed over the long-term

Value of partnerships/
improving the operational
ecosystem

Capital efficiency
Leverage
Revenue growth

Capital allocation plan
M&A discipline
R&D investment
Excess cash

Source: Journal of Applied Corporate Finance: "The Economic Significance of Long-Term Plans"
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PMI Sustainability Materiality Analysis
Process Overview

Topics
identification

Step 2:
Assessment

Stakeholder
interviews

Long list of
sustainability
topics relevant
for PMI

Stakeholder
survey

Impact
assessment

Step 3:
Sustainability
matrix

Relevance for
Stakeholders

Step 1:

Impact on sustainable
development

Step 4:
Validation

PMI Senior
Management
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PMI Sustainability Materiality Analysis
Results
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OPERATING WITH EXCELLENCE

INNOVATING FOR
BETTER PRODUCTS

Definitions of Sustainability Topics
Product health impacts

Reducing the risks to health associated with the usage of our products.

Access to smoke-free products

Ensuring our smoke-free products are accessible to all adult smokers, by making them available, acceptable and affordable, and by raising awareness.

Product addictiveness

Better understanding product addictiveness, separate from the risks to health associated with the usage of our products.

Product reliability

Ensuring the quality and safety of our products and the ingredients used within them, in line with appropriate design and manufacturing standards.

Responsible marketing and
sales practices

Commercializing our products responsibly to prevent access and usage by unintended users, including minors and non-smokers, advertising tobacco
and nicotine-containing products in a way that is directed to adult smokers; providing clear information on the product health risks through
appropriate labelling and communication.

Sustainable supply chain
management
Data privacy and protection

Embedding sustainability in our procurement practices, managing risks and continuously evaluating and supporting suppliers to align their
sustainability efforts to our requirements.
Protecting our company’s and stakeholders’ data privacy from attacks and improper use.

Responsible and transparent
R&D

Ensuring the credibility, integrity and robustness of our scientific research through alignment with international standards and transparency on
methodologies and results. Minimizing and replacing animal testing with alternative methods when possible and safeguarding animal well-being in the
R&D processes when those cannot be avoided.

Respect for human rights

Safeguarding the human rights of all people affected by our activities. Ensuring compliance with international standards, and PMI’s policies on topics
within the realm of human rights.

Fair fiscal practices

Performing our transactions based on sound tax strategies in line with societal expectations and acting in good faith in all interactions with tax
authorities and other stakeholders.

Illicit tobacco trade prevention

Securing our supply chain and collaborating with law enforcement agencies and other partners to prevent and reduce the illicit trade of tobacco and
nicotine products (consumables and devices).

Responsible advocacy

Acting in a fair, honest, accountable and transparent manner when advocating PMI’s position in stakeholder engagements.

Business integrity

Upholding ethics and business integrity and a culture of respect, honesty and fairness through governance structures, and policies and practices that
encourage transparency and prevent unethical behavior across our operations and value chain (including preventing corruption, fraud, bribery and
anti-competitive behavior).
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PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT

CARING FOR THE PEOPLE WE
WORK WITH

Definitions of Sustainability Topics
Socio-economic well-being of
tobacco farming communities

Eliminating child labor and providing safe and fair working conditions on tobacco farms. Promoting living income as a key strategy to achieving
farmers and farmworkers’ well-being.

Fair working conditions

Conducting effective labor relations through ongoing engagement and social dialogue, promoting freedom of association and the right to
collective bargaining.

Health, safety and well-being at
work
Diverse and inclusive working
environment

Promoting a safe and healthy working environment which protects the physical and mental well-being of all while at work.
Fostering an inclusive and diverse working environment, ensuring fair treatment and non-discrimination.

Community support

Contributing to local communities’ development through charitable donations and employee volunteering initiatives.

Talent attraction, retention, and
employability

Providing a workplace that is attractive to prospective employees and where current employees can grow and pursue fair career development,
and responsibly addressing the future of work: the impacts of automation, digitalization, and business transformation.

Climate protection
Forest conservation

Mitigating climate change by reducing greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption, and adapting to climate change by increasing our
resilience.
Preventing deforestation in our operations and sourcing activities by using sustainable curing fuels in our tobacco supply chain, and responsible
sourcing of pulp and paper.

Littering prevention

Promoting anti-littering behavior amongst consumers through awareness and clean-up campaigns, and partnerships.

Product eco-design and circularity

Developing more environmentally-friendly products (devices, consumables, accessories and packaging) by improving recyclability, efficiency
and repairability.

Biodiversity

Managing and reducing the negative impacts on species and ecosystems of our operations and sourcing activities, such as land use and soil
degradation.

Water stewardship

Reducing water usage, promoting water recycling, protecting water resources through watershed conservation, promoting sustainable water
management in collaboration with stakeholders. Preserving water quality and promoting safe access to water, sanitation and hygiene.

Waste reduction

Reducing the waste generated in our manufacturing facilities and offices and ensuring its reuse, recycling or responsible disposal.
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